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The No Password Required Podcast is dedicated to introducing and celebrating the practitioners,

leaders, researchers, and individuals who are shaping the cybersecurity industry. Join us for an in-

depth conversation that explores our guests' personalities, expertise, and the path that led them into

cybersecurity. The team also discusses current cyber threats and readiness tips for security

professionals and business leaders alike.

Joey deVilla is a Senior R&D Content Engineer at Auth-Zero, a division of Okta. After hours, Joey is

known as the Accordion Guy and spends his time playing music and sharing his nerdy takes on his

two personal blogs. In this episode, Joey joins Jack and guest host Tashya Denose (host of the Do We

Belong Here podcast) to talk about his love for the tech community, his unique assortment of

passions, hobbies, and jobs, and how he continues to trust the serendipity of his life even when the

path seems unclear. Tashya and Jack talk about DoNotPay’s $1 million offer to lawyers to let AI take

their place before the Supreme Court and what this kind of technology could mean for the future.
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